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In this paper, we discuss the clearance compensation effect in precision shearing. This effect is based on the hypothesis that unbalanced clearance is automatically compensated by the bending of a punch when shearing is performed using a long and thin punch. We also discuss the compensation mechanism through various experiments and an elastic-plastic finite element method. When the clearances on the right and left sides differ, the shearing and horizontal forces acting on both punch sides also differ slightly. These forces result in moments that bend the punch. The clearance compensation effect depends on the magnitude and direction of these moments. In other words, the effect is due to not only the horizontal force but also the shearing force. In most cases of double-sided shearing, the existence of the compensation effect was apparent.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, demands for high precision at levels of several microns or above have grown stronger for products fabricated by shearing in many areas, and foils of several ten microns are also now commonly used as material. The clearance compensation effect has been considered as a means of realizing high-precision shearing. This effect is thought to be due to the presence of a mechanism that compensates for the difference in clearance between the left and right sides.1) To date, Takahashi and Aoki have studied this compensation mechanism through experiments2) and clarified that this effect mainly depends on the horizontal force and that the influences of shearing conditions, such as the constraint of the material, are strong.3)

Single-sided shearing and double-sided shearing are typical shearing methods. In this case, the various forces shown in Fig. 1 act on the punch. By considering the vertical forces acting on the top face to be $V_{PL}$ and $V_{PR}$, and the horizontal forces acting on the side of the punch to be $H_{PL}$ and $H_{PR}$, the respective friction forces will be $\mu V_{PL}$, $\mu V_{PR}$, $\mu H_{PL}$, and $\mu H_{PR}$. Here, L and R indicate the left and right sides, respectively. Although these forces are distributed loads, they are converted to concentrated loads for simplification. In previous studies, it was demonstrated that punch deflection mainly depends on the horizontal force difference $\Delta H$ ($\Delta H = (H_{PL} + \mu V_{PL}) - (H_{PR} + \mu V_{PR})$).3) However, if the punch is long and thin, making it easy to deform, the influences of the left and right shearing forces (left shearing force $= V_{PL} + \mu H_{PL}$, right shearing force $= V_{PR} + \mu H_{PR}$) are thought to increase. To use the clearance compensation effect effectively for actual shearing, the force components contributing to the compensation effect must be investigated and the true nature of the compensation mechanism, such as shearing conditions, and how these conditions should be treated, must be clarified.

FEM analysis is thought to be useful for this purpose, because this method allows a detailed study of the influences of force components that are difficult to analyze by experiment, and important and beneficial findings on shearing have been obtained by FEM analysis.4–8)

In this paper, we discuss experiments and FEM analysis under specific conditions as the first step in clarifying the compensation mechanism and investigate the clearance compensation effect of unbalanced clearance due to punch deflection.
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Fig. 1 Forces acting on tool cutting edge. (a) Single-sided shearing (b) Double-sided shearing.
2. Experimental Method and Finite Element Analysis

2.1 Experimental methods

This study was conducted on single-sided shearing and double-sided shearing. Experiments were performed using the double-sided shearing equipment shown in Fig. 2, which can also be used for single-sided shearing. The punch was 1.2 mm thick, 8.5 mm wide and 15 mm long. The shape of the die was not changed, and clearances were adjusted to $C_L = 15\%$, $C_R = 15\%$, $C_L = 10\%$, $C_R = 20\%$ and $C_L = 5\%$, $C_R = 25\%$ with clearance adjusting blocks. Here, $C_L$ and $C_R$ are expressed as the ratios of clearance to specimen thickness in percentage, and the indices L and R denote the left and right sides respectively. The punch and die were made of SKD11 (JIS standard) with a hardness of 60HRC. The specimen was aluminum with a length of 30 mm, a width of 8 mm, and a thickness of 0.5 mm (JIS standard: A1100P-O). The blank holder was the spring type and the blank holding forces ($F_h$) at the start of shearing was set at 41, 160, and 216N. The lubricant used was a paraffin-type base oil ($90 \times 10^{-6}$ m$^2$/s), which was applied to the surface of the specimen before starting the experiment. The shearing speed was set at 50 mm/s.

The deflection of the punch was obtained by the method proposed by Takahashi and Aoki using a strain gauge output (hereafter called the gauge method).\cite{2} In this method, the output from a strain gauge mounted onto the deformed punch is considered a boundary condition, and the deflection was calculated using the following eq. (1) between the deflection $y$ and the moment $M$ at the mounted position $x$. $E$ is the Young’s modulus of the beam (punch) and $I$ is the moment of inertia of area.

$$\frac{d^2y}{dx^2} = -\frac{M}{EI}.$$  

In the gauge method, because surface strains are required at four locations on the punch, as shown in Fig. 3, four strain gauges are mounted at the positions $x_1 = 6$ and $x_2 = 9$ mm. By this method, the punch deflection, shear force, and horizontal force difference were calculated.

2.2 FEM analysis

Using the finite element analysis software Marc2005, elastic-plastic analysis was performed. This analysis was carried out from the initial stage of shearing to the point before cracks occurred. In this analysis, material deformation was considered a plane strain state. Figure 4 shows an outline of the areas near the cutting edge of the analyzed model. The elements in ABCD (hereafter called the remeshed area) were remeshed during calculation. Remeshing was carried out when one of the following conditions was met.

1. The punch stroke increased by 3 µm.
2. The overlap of the element between the punch and the work material reached 0.5 µm.

Regarding the cutting edge roundness and number of elements of the remeshed area, the influence on the analysis results was studied as follows. In shearing with equal clearances on the left and right sides, although the horizontal displacement of the punch cutting edge should always be zero, a difference due to miscalculation error was observed. In this study, when this difference was less than 0.1 µm, the analysis results were considered reliable. Eventually, the punch and die cutting edge roundness $R$ was set at 20 µm and the number of remeshed area elements of the specimen was...
set at about 60,000. Four-node quadrilateral elements were used, and the length of one side of the element near the cutting edge was about 4 μm. The cutting edge $R$ was confirmed to be more or less the same as the value measured at 10 to 15 μm.

The following shows the characteristics of the specimen in the plastic region obtained from tensile tests.

$$\bar{\sigma} = 33 + 142\varepsilon_p^{0.37} \text{ (MPa)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The characteristics of the specimen in the elastic region were a Young’s modulus of 69 GPa and a Poisson ratio of 0.33. The punch was an elastic body with a Young’s modulus of 210 GPa and a Poisson ratio of 0.3. The blank holder and die were assumed to be rigid bodies. The friction was Coulomb friction with a coefficient of $\mu = 0.1$.

3. Experiments and Analysis Results

3.1 Calibration of gauge method

To verify the accuracy of punch deflection by the gauge method, the calculated results from the strain gauge output in single-sided shearing were compared with the results of image measurement using a CCD microscope. Figure 5 shows these results. The results obtained from the strain gauge output and the lateral displacement of the punch obtained from images were almost same. The lateral displacement calculated from the strain gauge output was confirmed to be sufficiently accurate. The punch lateral displacement obtained by the gauge method was then studied as an experimental result.

3.2 Single-Sided Shearing

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the material deformations obtained analytically and experimentally during shearing when the clearance is 0%. Figure 7 shows the diagrams of shearing force and horizontal force difference. In whichever case, the analytical and experimental results agreed. This tendency for the shearing force to increase and the horizontal force difference to decrease with an increase in blank holding force is already known. Figure 8 shows an example of the bended shape of the punch. Figure 9 shows the variation in the lateral displacement of the punch tip with punch penetration depth. In both figures, the direction in which the punch deflects from the die is positive and the reverse direction is negative. In both cases, the analytical and experimental results agreed well.

3.3 Double-Sided Shearing

Figure 10 shows a comparison of the material deformations obtained analytically and experimentally during shearing. The difference in material deformation due to the unbalance between the left and right clearances can be observed clearly. The analytical and experimental results agreed well.

Figure 11 shows the diagrams of shearing force and horizontal force difference. The horizontal force difference is more or less zero in a balanced clearance. In the case of an unbalanced clearance, after the horizontal force difference works in the compensation direction, it decreases with the progress of shearing and becomes negative. Here, the
negative horizontal force difference means the formation of the bending moment of the punch in the noncompensation direction.

Figure 12 shows an example of the bended shape of the punch as shearing progresses in the case of $C_L:5\%$, $C_R:25\%$. Figure 13 shows the variation in the lateral displacement of the punch tip under three clearance conditions. In both figures, the value of the punch deflection is positive when punch deflection compensates for the unbalanced clearance. The experimental and analytical results for deflection agreed well. In the case of a balanced clearance, there is more or less no punch deflection. On the other hand, in the case of an unbalanced clearance, the punch bends in the compensation direction for both experimental and analytical results. The greater the clearance unbalance, the greater the amount of compensation.

By comparing Fig. 11(b), which shows the horizontal force difference, with Fig. 13, which shows the lateral displacement of the punch tip, even in the area where the punch tip under three clearance conditions. In both figures, the value of the punch deflection is positive when punch deflection compensates for the unbalanced clearance. The experimental and analytical results for deflection agreed well. In the case of a balanced clearance, there is more or less no punch deflection. On the other hand, in the case of an unbalanced clearance, the punch bends in the compensation direction for both experimental and analytical results. The greater the clearance unbalance, the greater the amount of compensation.
horizontal force difference decreases, the punch is observed to bend in the compensation direction, demonstrating that the compensation effect cannot be explained simply by the horizontal force difference.

### 3.4 Compensation mechanism

In this section, the compensation mechanism is discussed on the basis of the above-mentioned results.

Because the horizontal and shearing forces do not act on the punch individually, punch deflection cannot be obtained by combining the deflections obtained from the respective forces. In this case, because the punch deflection is minute, the deflection was calculated using eq. (1) from the various forces obtained by FEM analysis. By assuming that the moment obtained from the horizontal force difference is $M_H$ and the moment obtained from the shearing force is $M_V$, the deflection of the punch tip when these moments act on the punch was calculated. In this case, the moment obtained from the shearing force is considered to be a fixed moment. The sum of the deflections from the respective forces is also calculated to confirm the difference caused by the combination of the forces. Figure 14 shows the state of the punch schematically.

#### 3.4.1 Single-sided Shearing

Figure 15 shows the deflection of the punch tip when the moments $M_H$ and $M_V$ are assumed. For a comparison, the
analytical results of Fig. 9 are also shown in the figure. Owing to $M_H$, the punch bends in the direction in which it deflects from the die. On the other hand, $M_V$ acts in the direction in which the deflection is suppressed. Given that the deflection resulting only from $M_H$ is greater than that obtained by FEM analysis, the punch deflection cannot be determined only from the horizontal force, and the shearing force is also affected. In addition, with the increase in blank holding force, the punch deflection due to $M_V$ increases in the direction in which the deflection is suppressed, and that due to $M_H$ decreases.

3.4.2 Double-sided shearing

Figure 16 shows the deflection of the punch tip calculated from $M_H$ and $M_V$. For a comparison, the analytical results of Fig. 13 are also shown in the figure. With the progress of shearing, the direction of the punch deflection caused by $M_H$ changes from the compensation direction to the noncompensation direction. On the other hand, that of the deflection caused by $M_V$ changes from the noncompensation direction to the compensation direction.

In this way, punch deflection cannot be explained simply by $M_H$ alone; however, it can be explained reasonably by considering $M_V$. This indicates that the moment caused by the shearing force also contributes greatly to punch deflection.

Figure 17 shows changes in the vertical forces $V_{PL}$ and $V_{PR}$ and the horizontal force difference obtained by FEM analysis performed to study the above-mentioned punch deflection from the viewpoint of the shearing phenomenon. The different shearing phenomena occur owing to the difference in clearance between the left and right sides. Generally, when the clearance is small, the shearing strain increases compared with that when the clearance is large, and the shearing and horizontal forces reach maximum values at an early stage.

In this study, the left-side vertical force $V_{PL}$ is greater than the right-side vertical force $V_{PR}$ in the early stage of shearing, and this reverses in the latter stage of shearing. Consequently, in the early stage, the moment $M_V$ works in the noncompensation direction, and this reverses in the latter stage.

On the other hand, the moment $M_H$ caused by the horizontal force difference works in the compensation direction in the early stage of shearing and in the noncompensation direction in the latter stage. This can be explained as follows: Although the horizontal force in the early stage is greater on the left side than on the right side, as shearing progresses, the punch tends to bend so that the...
horizontal force difference approaches zero. The direction in which $M_V$ acts also changes from the noncompensation direction to the compensation direction. As a result, the punch bends, causing the reaction force on the right side of the punch in contact with the workpiece to increase. In this way, the reaction force from the material on the right side of the punch increases in the latter stage of shearing, and as a result, the horizontal force difference becomes negative.

In this way, each component fluctuates with the progress of shearing. As shown in Fig. 16, the moment due to the horizontal force works in the compensation direction in the early stage of shearing and in the noncompensation direction in the latter stage of shearing. On the other hand, the moment due to the shearing force acts in the noncompensation direction in the early stage and in the compensation direction in the latter stage. The punch deflection is determined from these two moments. The greater the clearance difference between the left and right sides, the greater the left and right shearing force difference and horizontal force difference, and the greater the punch deflection.

4. Conclusion

In this study, the clearance compensation effects, which are expected to enhance the accuracy of fine precision shearing, were investigated. The following findings were obtained.

(1) If the left and right clearances differ, different shearing phenomena occur on the left and right sides, where clearance compensation is expected.

(2) Punch deflection is affected by not only horizontal force but also shearing force.

(3) When investigating the effects of shearing force on punch deflection, the left and right sides should be treated separately as in the case of horizontal force.

(4) In single-sided shearing, horizontal force works in the direction in which the punch deflects from the die, and shearing force works in the direction in which punch deflection is suppressed. When blank holding force increases, shearing force increases and horizontal force decreases, thus decreasing punch deflection.
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